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MMOCK PAPER INSTRUCTION SHEET  
  
 
 

Dear student, 
 

To enhance your performance in the final Board Examination, to bring academic discipline, to ensure 

proper utilization of time, to check yourself whether you are prepared thoroughly to complete the given 

subject within a given time and to build confidence in yourself, we at the Staff Council have decided to 

give you 1 set of mock question papers. These papers should be taken as practice papers at your 

convenient time and place, setting 3 hours as maximum time for each paper. If you have taken the 1st 

Preparatory Exam and these papers seriously and sincerely, the result will be tremendous. 
 

Wishing you all the best.                                                                                                                       
          

                                                        

PRINCIPAL 

              Instructions to answer mock papers 
1. I PUC Student must write and submit mock papers for each subject on or before 07th Feb 2020. 
2. Mock paper are available on the college website:- www.jaincollege.ac.in  
3. Mock papers have to be answered in the 100 page long note book only separately for every subject 
4. Maintain legibility and neatness while answering. 
5. Writing in loose sheets, attaching photocopy materials etc., is not allowed. 
6. Students are advised to take it seriously to get maximum benefit from these practice papers. 
7. Time yourself to ensure whether you are able to complete the paper within a given time (Max. 3 hours 

per subject). 
8. After writing the papers, concerned subject teacher’s signature is to be obtained and submit to class 

teacher and obtain ‘Hall- Tickets’. 
9. Admission tickets will be issued to eligible candidates only on the following dates between 9.30 am to 1.30 pm 

 
Day/Date Room-301 Room-305 Room-306 Room-307 Room-308 Room-309 Room-312 

07-02-2020 I HEPyS I ABMS ‘A’ I ABMS ‘B’/ABEM I ABES ‘A’ I ABES ‘B’ I ABES ‘C’ I ABES ‘D’ 

 
 
 
 
 
 
  

“Keep your mind open to the joy of practical learning with a systematic approach 
and help yourself to master your achieving skills’’ 

NOTE: Students are informed to collect the valued answer scripts of I Preparatory exam on 31st Jan.2020 after 1.00 PM. 

 Note : All the Questions to be answered without choice 


